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Why Transitioning Donors?

• Studied how 11 organizations successfully 
transitioned donors 

• Collected donor transition/fundraising insights
• Wrote Transitioning Donors Guidebook
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Get the slides here: 
www.markempa.com/fta



Fundraising is about relationships.
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Fundraising consists of two main tasks

finding new donors cultivating existing donors
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Session
Objectives

Winning hearts of donors to 
redirect their financial support 
towards family-based care  

Create empowering 
fundraising communications to 
inspire giving  
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Five steps to transition donors
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①Share your learning about 
family-based care
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It’s about 
changing 
mindsets
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Prepare 
yourself to 
talk about 
transition

Learn how other organizations changed their model

Gather research, articles, videos, about family-based

Collect positive stories about other organizations

Talk with leaders who have already transitioned

Visit a site that has already transitioned
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Prepare 
donors for 
change 

Educate with one-on-one meetings

Tell your donors what you are doing/thinking

Answer donor questions about transition 

Provide access to research

Share family reunification stories 
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When talking with donors

• Explain why kids go to the orphanage Explain
• Share stories about kids want to be in families  Share
• Talk about “what's the best thing for the child?” Talk
• Practice saying, “I don’t know how this will work yet.”Practice
• Update emails/social media with family-based care storiesUpdate
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Donor 
Frequently 
Asked 
Questions

• Will the kids be safe? 
• How do we know kids are safe from abuse?  
• What if families do not want their kids back?  
• Can we still visit the kids? 
• Can mission trips continue? 
• What will you do about the building (name)? 
• How will staff be impacted? Will they keep jobs? 
• Can the families care for the children? 
• If kids are in families, what will the program do? 
• Have we been funding work that harms 

children? 
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Change the stories you highlight

Celebrate
Celebrate children going back to 

their families or family reunification

Highlight
Highlight a child going to live with a 

loving relative (kinship care) 

Share
Share how your work might help 

keep more families together 
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Telling 
family-based 
care stories
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Sending 
regular 
updates
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Tony’s story
Tony’s aunt and uncle were eager to have 

him live them with help from sponsors. 
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②Segment and map donors 
with empathy
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Steps to segment donors 

Review your donor list and recent giving

Identify champions in your donor base

List the donors to target first

Give special consideration to major donors

Group donors based on their comfort level



Antonio Damasio, Neuroscientist
University of Southern California
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Connect with donor emotions
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How to build an empathy map for your donors
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③Identify and share your 
most potent stories 
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Story themes 
used to help 
transition 
donors

Family reunification stories

Child has family

Keeping families together story  

Foster care stories

Why kids went orphanage

Specific project stories
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Family 
reunification 

story
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Keep a 
Family 

Together 
story 
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④Build your donor 
communication plan
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What is a donor 
communication 

plan? 

It provides the who, what, where, when, and 
why for donor communications and fundraising 
campaigns
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Messaging Example
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Same message with images
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Does method of messaging affect donor giving?

Control Treatment

Source: https://www.nextafter.com/research/2017/08/how-the-way-value-prop-is-presented-on-a-donation-page-affects-donor-conversion-rate/

236.0% increase in conversion 
rate
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Focus on messaging and use words donors say

Control Treatment

Source: https://www.nextafter.com/research/2015/05/how-donor-centric-language-increased-conversion-rate-by-36-7/

36.7% increase in conversion 
rate
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Help supporters feel part of the story

From the standpoint of success
• This is working 
• This is taking off
• We have seen this child flourishing
• We helped reunify this child
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Messaging is 
not a cookie 
cutter thing 

Impact Perspective: “How do we 
reach a lot more children?” 

Emotional Perspective: what 
would you want for your child? 

Economic Perspective: Make the 
business case.
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⑤Change your ask and calls 
to action
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Help donors understand need for more support 
• Securing appropriate transition coaching
• Hiring specialized staff
• Social worker training
• Retraining current staff to fill new roles
• Doing case management
• Travel costs for family retracing / locating biological families  
• Developing new handbooks, manuals, and policies
• Remodeling facilities for new use
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Create new 
calls to action 
for family-
based care 

Ask donors to redirect their 
gift to family-based work  

Please help us reach more 
children

Help this child and support 
this family

Help sustain this family
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Help children 
be in families 

Source: https://www.buckner.org/kenya/
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From child 
sponsorship 

to family 
reunification

Source: https://agapechildren.org/reunite/
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Family 
reunification 
impact
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Family 
sponsorship

Source: https://www.bethany.org/global/family-sponsorship
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Example Email Shoes for Children
Dear Brian,
Good morning! I know your inbox is full of emails from nonprofits doing amazing work around the world, so thank you 
for taking the time to read mine.
Can you imagine not owning a pair of shoes?
Children from our community love attending Open Arms Academy because they know their basic needs will be met. Your 
donations offer them not only life-changing education but also healthy meals, medical care, school uniforms...and shoes! 
I wish you could see their delight when they received those brand-new shoes!
Most of our kids walk a long way to get to school every day. One little boy walks over 4.5 miles each way! And if they 
make that walk without shoes, they risk dangerous cuts or worm infestations called jiggers. These kinds of infections can 
be life-threatening, especially for our kids who are HIV positive.
As we wrap up our Back-to-School Campaign this week, we have not reached our goal of $25,000 to cover all our 
students' needs as we start a new school term in September. Would you make sure every child gets a life-saving pair of 
shoes?
For just $44, you can provide new shoes for two students! But your generosity has an impact far beyond $44. Those 
shoes allow a child to go to school, to play, and to be safe from so many diseases.
Please, help our kids know this joy of shoes by making your most generous gift today.
There are just a few more days before school starts up again. We really need your help today!
Here's the link one more time: www.OpenArmsInternational.org/give.
Thank you!
Kaytie Fiedler
Executive Director, Open Arms USA

https://www.openarmsinternational.org/give-today-email?eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=f239d262-0925-4474-9f01-f3e6bc727b4f
https://www.openarmsinternational.org/give-today-email
https://www.openarmsinternational.org/give-today-email
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Five steps to transition donors Summary
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Brian Carroll  

brian@markempa.com
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